
         New Year’s Eve Wafer Torte 

 

 

 

 

 

Prep time: 1 hour + chilling time 

Serves:   10 + people (depending on slice size) 

 

Ingredients 

● Round  wafer cookies (8 sheets)  

● Nutella Spread 

● 2 cup Custard 

● 2 cup Whipping Cream 

● Pizzelle Cookies (about 6 cookies-5 cut in half and 1 whole) 

● Chocolate Ganache 

● Icing (for numbers) 

● Powdered sugar, for dusting Pizzelle cookies 

● Silver balls (optional)  

● Black decorating gel 

Directions 

1. Place first sheet of wafer cookie on wire rack, top with Nutella, place second wafer 

and  spread custard thinly, then top with other wafer and spread whipped cream 

thinly. Repeat until wafer cookies are used, 

leaving top cookie bare.  

2. Press down gently to secure the wafers are even to make a nice even torte. Remove any 

excess filling from sides , so it is smooth for coating. 
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3. Place uncoated wafer torte with wire rack  over a rimmed baking sheet, set aside. 

4. Make your Chocolate Ganache. 

5. Pour ganache over torte to cover completely, starting to pour from center of torte, let 

the chocolate do all the work. It will flow down the sides of torte on its own.(Keep the 

excess chocolate from baking sheet,you will need for later use). Once completely 

covered with chocolate, let stand until set. Refrigerate to speed the process. Once ready 

remove from wire rack and place on cake board or decorative serving plate.  

6. When set decorate cake, start from top and just like a clock use icing to write in 

numbers. Then with 1 pizzelle (whole), place in center and lightly dust with powdered 

sugar. Draw the hands of the clock (with black decorating gel) both pointing to #12. 

7. Cut or carefully break the 5 pizzelles cookies in half. Lay them on a plate and dust 

with powdered sugar. Take each half and dab the back of each cookie with the excess 

chocolate ganache and press on the side of torte(flat side down,round side up). 

Continue until pizzelle cookies cover all around torte. 

8. Once done assembling, place in cool place (refrigerate), to set the pizzelle cookies in 

place. 

To cut the slices of torte, cut in between each pizzelle cookie and cut straight down(no sawing) 

so you get a clean cut. 
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